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Welcome everyone to our 8th Issue of the KU3A Magazine.
Once again we have a bumper edition for you and a big Thank
You must go to all our contributors and to Aimé Levy for his help

in producing the Magazine.
2016 has been a most interesting year, with the Brexit result in June leading to the withdrawal
of the UK from the European Union and the election in November of Donald Trump as future
President of the USA. Within our own U3A world, following our 2nd AGM last May, Kenton
& District U3A continues to expand and we hope very much to increase our membership and
continue to introduce new activities for you all to enjoy. We hope that everyone will play their
part to encourage friends and relations to join our group, and remember if you have a special
talent or interest, please come forward and become a group facilitator. We look forward to a
happy and successful New Year 2017.
Marlene Knepler - Editor
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Those of you who attended our last AGM will no doubt recall our rather precarious
financial situation as outlined by both our Treasurer (Anita) and myself. As then explained this
was largely brought about through our expanding and popular activities and the subsequent
increase in running costs. At the time I said we were actively exploring ways of avoiding a
hefty increase in annual subscriptions and I am pleased to be able to tell you that we have, I
believe, now managed to stabilise matters through a several means. Principally, with the
excellent co operation of the Bowling Club we have negotiated a fixed annual fee rather
than pay by session. This has a mutual benefit, inasmuch as it provides the Club with a
known, in advance annual income and more importantly removes the financial pressure from
the Management Committee of having to continually consider whether we can afford to put on
specific sessions. It also now allows us almost unrestricted use of the premises.
Another very welcome income stream was identified by our members Richard and Angela
Rumsey who noted in an advert in “Third Age Matters” that Riviera Holidays will make a
donation to a named U3A Group if you mention it when making a booking. Not only did they
identify this but they put it into practice and I understand we are shortly to receive a credit
in excess of £300. So anyone thinking of booking a break with Riviera please don’t forget to
mention your Kenton and District U3a
We are also hopeful that when finalised, our claim for Gift Aid will be accepted by HMRC.
As for the near future we are shortly to mount another recruitment drive and in this respect
everyone can help by encouraging friends, family and acquaintances to give us a try. Personal
introduction has proven to be by far the best method of securing new members.
Regretfully the above will still not entirely mitigate the need for a subscription rise in 2017.
However, the steps outlined above should certainly help to keep this to a lower figure than would
have otherwise been required.
Finally, and a little belatedly, I would like to welcome two new members co- opted on to the
Management Committee, namely Louise Bennett and John Graveling, both of whom have already made significant contributions in organising various aspects of your U3A.
Howard Goldstein-Chair
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Since the last Magazine, we have had four monthly meetings. In July Richard Abramson
entertained us on “The Light and Dark Side of Shakespeare”. I was away on holiday for this
meeting; however, I understand that it went down well, and of course it was timely, as this year is
the 400th anniversary of Shakespeare’s death.
August saw a new departure. We tried, and I think very successfully “showcased” a few of our
interest groups. Our creative writing group read out 5 amusing short stories, which had been
very well chosen by their facilitator, Paul Burns. These were interspersed by a short selection
of music chosen and presented by Gerald Knepler who is in charge of the Music Appreciation
Group. Finally, Jill Goldman sang 3 songs, one dedicated to the recent sad loss of one of
members, Anne Hyman, accompanied by her guitar. Jill has previously had a slot at one of our
monthly meetings, and seems to be popular with our membership. In addition to this, the art
group brought along a selection of paintings and the cookery group brought home-made cakes
for sale, raising a very creditable £65 for McMillan Cancer Care nurses. (See full report of this
meeting on P.3)
In September, Paul Rabbitts talked about “The History of Bandstands”. He claims, quite
cheerfully, to be one of the dullest men in Britain, producing a small book in which he is listed
as such. Although the subject matter was somewhat bizarre, his delivery was excellent, and quite
amusing; not only was he an expert on bandstands in this country, but indeed, worldwide. He
proudly told the audience that he tries to take his long suffering wife and family with him on
family holidays, to view and photograph bandstands. They understandably are not quite so keen
on his unusual passion.
In October, we had a return visit from Rob Benfield, Media lecturer at the University of
Westminster, who presented a programme on “What do we watch on TV..... and why?” This
was a fascinating talk.
Please note that monthly meetings are now on the 4th Wednesday of each month and not the
final Wednesday of each month.

John Bishop

Richard Abramson - July

Photos: Geoff Wolfson

Paul Rabbitts - September

Rob Benfield - October
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Our August monthly meeting was something a little different! Instead of a guest speaker
it was decided to hold a GROUP ACTIVITIES SHOWCASE morning – an opportunity
for members to see what groups have been doing and to experience and get a taste of the
different activities on offer.
Paul Burns introduced five members of the CREATIVE WRITING group, who each
read their own short stories. Marian Rummer read a piece she had written ‘Untitled’ but
prompted by a picture by Rosemary, about falling down a cliff. Rita read a story called
‘The Dark Room’ about a birthday surprise. Rosemary Wolfson’s offering was entitled
‘Driving the kids to school in PJ’s’, Anita Maund read a story called ‘My Story’ which
told how the U3A had inspired her to replace her missing A-levels, and Howard Goldstein’s story was called ‘The Wall’ - “Who knocked down the walls of Jericho?” All these
stories were beautifully presented and of an extremely high standard. In fact Marian
Rummer has submitted a further story of hers, which appears on p.6 of the Magazine.
Well done to all our creative writers and to Paul for leading this group.
Gerald Knepler spoke about the MUSIC APPRECIATION Group and introduced several pieces of music that his group had listened to and enjoyed over the past two years.
One piece was an Aria from Handel’s ‘Xerxes’ “Ombra ma fu”, followed by the “Queen of
the Night” aria from the ‘Magic Flute’ and then Mendelsohn’s Scherzo from ‘Midsummer
Night’s Dream’. Jill Goldman entertained and sang several songs, Rachelle Shapiro
spoke about Kevin’s RAMBLING GROUP and Mathilde Ka spoke about her various
German groups. Richard Rumsey also spoke to the meeting about the activities of the
Century Bowling & Sports Club.
In addition there was a wonderful display of paintings by the ART GROUP around the
room and the COOKERY GROUP ran a Cake Stall in support of McMillan Cancer
Nurses and raised £65 for this cause. Well done and thank you to all who supported this.
.
Marlene Knepler

Cookery Stall
Art Display

Audience

Jill Goldman
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Baked Alaska
1 litre of good quality ice cream (vanilla or
any flavour you fancy.
(Match the ice-cream to the jam flavour)
Jar of Cherry Jam
20cm flan case
FOR THE MERINGUE
3 egg whites
175 g caster sugar
MAKE THE MERINGUE
The bowl you use must be completely clean, dry and grease free.
1.
In a large clean bowl, whisk the egg whites at full speed until very stiff. Gradually add the sugar, a little at a time, whisking all the time at full speed. The resulting
meringue must be very stiff and glossy and all the sugar incorporated.
2.
To assemble the Alaska, put the sponge base on a lined baking sheet and spread
with a generous amount of jam leaving an edge round the outside rim.
3.
Pile scoops of ice-cream on top of the jam and again keep clear of the edges.
4.
Cover the ice-cream completely with the prepared meringue ensuring there are
NO GAPS. Finish in swirls.
5.
At this stage the Alaska can be returned to the freezer for up to 24 hours.
6.
When ready to eat – preheat the oven to 200c/180f/Gas Mark 6 and bake for
about 8 minutes until the meringue is a honey brown colour
7.

SERVE IMMEDIATELY and ENJOY.

Some of Vivien Cookery Delights

Ribollita Soup
Plum and Brandy Pudding

Blackberry Fool with Hazelnut
biscuits
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We were just 3 minutes away from the entrance gates when it started to rain! But the Gods
were just teasing us for, as we entered, the rain stopped and we had fine weather for the rest of
the day.
Near the entrance there was an exhibit that called to me straight away – the Great Gardens of
the USA (Austin, Charleston and Oregon). Charleston interested me, in particular, because I
visited there about 15 years ago and bought a (shopping) bag which, to this day, remains my
best-ever purchase. It has Charleston-specific decoration (prompting American tube-travellers
to start conversations), has been through the washing-machine countless times and, whether
empty or full, sits perfectly on my shoulder – in its self own ridge!
The Austin Garden captured the prairies and plateau of the Texan landscape whilst the
Charleston Garden was more sub-tropical and gave a sense of the history, Southern charm and
elegance of that city. In contrast, the Oregon Garden took inspiration from mountains, wine
and scenic gorges.
Although the event is spread over a vast site, one of the advantages that going to the Hampton
Court Flower Show, rather than Chelsea, is that there are plenty of places to rest and just watch
the world go by – which I took some time to do.
After 4 pm, pulling along my just-bought-bright-red-trug-trolley, I re-visited the beautiful
Inca Garden which had featured (the end-of-show sell-off was well under way) plants native
to Peru, the Andes and other parts of South America – many of which are grown in the UK. I
was just in time to buy the last Peruvian Lily (Alstroemeria - Flaming Star) which even now,
early November, is still flowering, in its pot, in my garden.
The sight of people walking away from the show with their purchases is an amazing one. From
packets of seeds to huge shrubs and trees – numerous shapes and sizes can be seen along the
path to the station. Once on the train you’re in a jungle just packed with colourful plants,
bushes and trees. Getting a seat for yourself is quite a challenge. The journey home from
Waterloo, on the tube, is less exciting – commuters being rather less colourful and not quite as
impressed by foliage, trugs and other gardening equipment (esp. garden hoops carried around
the neck) as visitors to garden shows! It helps if you don’t embarrass easily – or always travel
with a friend.
Diana O’Reardon

Kenton & District U3A Management Committee 2016-17
Honorary Officers:
Chair: Howard Goldstein
Treasurer: Anita Maund
Committee:
Speaker Secretary: John Bishop
Groups Secretary: Peter Rummer
Publicity: John Graveling
Adele Setton

Vice-Chair: Vivien Spiteri
Secretary: Judith Littman
Membership: Diana O’Reardon
Magazine Editor: Marlene Knepler
Gerald Knepler
Louise Bennett
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Whose Fault was it?
He wasn’t sure who or what to blame, and now he had plenty of time to figure it out. Maybe it was his
wife’s fault. She had started attending a cookery class and was fired with enthusiasm. As was he, to be fair.
The food she produced was delicious and he had to do it justice by having seconds and, often, thirds. She
spent hours trawling the web with messianic fervour, downloading more and more recipes to try, and then
reporting back to her cookery group.
The delicious food had helped to take his mind off his employees, who were another problem. Always
mercurial, they had been particularly trying of late. They were like naughty children, and took delight in
augmenting his designs so that the end products were larger, heavier and brighter than originally intended.
While stomping around trying to persuade them that the old products were still fine, he had slipped
and fallen down the steep stairs. His leg had been in plaster for a month and that, together with wife’s
cooking, had led to him gaining 10 kilos in weight. Taking advantage of his predicament, his workers had
announced they were going on strike unless he let them have a greater say in what was produced. He had
had a chill presentiment that this was not going to be a good idea, but had reluctantly agreed. Admittedly
they had turned to their task with renewed enthusiasm, but they had only shown him the new products the
day before delivery was due. Too late for him to make any changes, as they well knew.
His delivery vehicle was also a problem. He had had to purchase a larger one in order to fulfil all the orders
his customers had placed, particularly now that the products were so much bigger. The new vehicle was
unpredictable. It was harder to steer, and needed a more powerful means of propulsion.
Finally, but most important of all, the customers. Well, he knew they were his reason for existence and they
only ordered occasionally, but they all seemed to order at once. And each time the orders got longer and
more extravagant.
The day before the large delivery was due his staff helped him load the vehicle and prepare it for departure.
He had factored in that his mode of transport was unpredictable but it was even more so today, as he was
out of practice driving after his months of enforced inactivity.
The weather had turned very cold, and snow was starting to fall. “Put on an extra coat”, instructed his wife,
just as he was about to leave. “You’ll catch your death out there”. He reluctantly complied, but once he got
outside he was glad of her advice. Perhaps he should have ordered a vehicle with heating.
It was a particularly dark night and he was glad of the lamps at the front of the vehicle. Ice was starting to
form on cars and rooftops. He stopped at the first delivery point, grabbed the bag of goods and headed
across the ice. Suddenly he slipped and his feet shot from under him. He slid down the steep slope, with
his bag of parcels behind him. After the first few yards, he realised he was stuck.
He had forgotten that new homes were built with smaller chimneys. This, together with his excess weight
and extra coat, meant he couldn’t go down any further. He would have to climb back up again. But above
him was a sack bulging with outsize, heavy presents, and he couldn’t push it out of the way.
He would just have to wait for the morning to be rescued – A Christmas without presents was sure to cause
a ruction. He assumed the reindeer and sleigh on the roof would give the game away. So much for getting
home before the children woke up.
Meanwhile he had plenty of time to ponder how to apportion the blame for his predicament. “Perhaps
one day”, he thought, “someone will write a song about this! How about – ‘when Santa got stuck up the
chimney...’?”

Marian Rummer
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Our outing to RAF Uxbridge on Tuesday, 8th November, 2016 was fascinating – what a
hidden gem of significant history it is, unspoilt by commercialism, tucked away off the
A 40 and reached through what is now a housing estate
RAF Uxbridge was an RAF station which closed in 2010 .The part of the station known
as the Battle of Britain Bunker remains. The bunker houses the Number 11 Fighter
Group Operations Room, which planned and co-ordinated fighter squadrons operating within London and the South-East during World War II. It was responsible for the
aerial defence of the whole of London and the South east as it bore the brunt of Luftwaffe attacks during the Battle of Britain from July to October 1940. It also provided
air support during the evacuation of Dunkirk in May 1940 and the D-Day Normandy
landings in June 1944.
We stood on the very spot where, during one of his many visits to witness the conduct
of the Operations Room, Winston Churchill so famously first said, “Never in the field
of human conflict was so much owed by so many to so few”, which he repeated in a
speech to Parliament four days later.
It really was tremendously atmospheric and poignant to climb down the 76 steps that
Churchill had descended (he had to put out his cigars apparently!), past lots of ducting
from the ground level down into the bunker to view the Operations Room exactly as
it was in September 1940 and to have the functions explained, eg the huge map plotting table spread out before us and the aircraft pieces on it and the system of coloured
lights. After lingering there, we went on to watch an informative film about the battle of
Britain delivered by wartime pilots. Finally, we viewed the museum which was full of
relevant photographs and artefacts, with music of the time playing in the background
to add to the feel of being in a time warp..
Our tour was ably and enthusiastically led by a volunteer guide, Dilip, who really knew
his history and brought the place to life for us, patiently answering our many questions,
A most interesting and enjoyable afternoon.

Entrance to Bunker

Louise Bennett

Operations Room
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Local Musical History – Handel at Cannons
For almost 200 years, from the death of Purcell in 1695 until the emergence of Elgar and Vaughan-Williams
towards the end of the 19th century, there were no English composers of note.
As a result, Handel, born in Halle, Germany in 1685 and not naturalised as a British subject until in his early
40s, is always thought of as an English composer and on his death in 1759 was buried in Westminster Abbey
next to Purcell.
Educated musically in both Germany and Italy, he became a brilliant organist and under the patronage of the
Elector of Hanover was able to start composing.
He moved to London in 1710 to enable him to start writing Italian operas and in 1714, his former employer,
the Elector of Hanover became George 1st of Britain and could renew his patronage.
In 1717, the 1st Duke of Chandos, appointed him house composer at his opulent residence in Cannons (now
Canons Park) and his standing blossomed. Unfortunately the Duke had invested heavily in the South Sea
Company and when its “bubble” burst in 1720, he lost everything and Handel and all his musicians had to
move. Handel moved to Mayfair, lodging from then until his death in Brook Street, which today houses the
Handel Museum (well worth a visit).
Little of the Duke’s estate Cannons has survived. However the remains of the residence are today part of the
North London Collegiate Girls School and St. Lawrence Church in Whitchurch Lane, where Handel played
the organ remains with its original frescos from that period and still gives annual performances of music that
Handel composed while based at Cannons.
The churchyard of the Church also contains the tombstone of William Powell, whom Handel, while sheltering
from the rain, is said to have heard humming the air today known as “The Harmonious Blacksmith” and which
he used in one of his harpsichord suites, written while he was at Cannons.
Handel had also invested in the South Sea Company, but luckily had sold out before the crash and with the
capital that he had made, was able to form his own opera company in Central London, which he ran successfully for many years from Brook Street.
In the 1730s, he decided to give up writing Italian Operas and moved back to writing Oratorios in English,
culminating in “Messiah” probably his most famous work, written in 1742 and performed regularly until his
death at the Foundling Hospital (today the Foundling Museum [also worth a visit]), which he supported for
many years.
One can only conjecture, whether if the Duke of Chandos had not lost his money in the South Sea bubble,
“Messiah” and his other later works would ever have been written.
Gerald Knepler

George Frederik Handel

William Powell Memorial
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One of our members, Helga Wolff, is quite a prolific author,
and Helga is proud to announce that she has a new book due to
be published on Amazon as a paper-back and Amazon Kindle
e-book early next year 2017. This is the cover of the book,
which was designed and drawn by Helga’s friend, Renate, when
they were both young teenage girls in a refugee hostel. They
could not afford drawing paper and the picture was drawn on
grease proof wrapping paper! Helga has kept this picture for
nearly eighty years! The book is called: A Fairy Tale and other
Stories by Helga Wolff.
gghh
Helga has written the following mini stories ruminating on
being a Third-Ager!
In the mid-sixties of the last century – I was in my early forties – I met the boules enthusiasts
in a French Alpine resort. Then my Third Age seemed light-years ahead, as far as I was
concerned. Most of these sturdy, retired French men and women had survived the German
Occupation by keeping their heads down. But one of them bluntly explained to me, “I worked
for the Hun. I’m not even ashamed, because I earned enough money to send my wife and
baby to Switzerland, out of harm’s way. Wouldn’t you have done the same?” It was so obvious
that with the competitive spirit of the game they had remained active and fit, regardless of
what they may have endured during World War II.
gghh
Ragni, born in Bangladesh some sixty years ago, has been trying desperately to change her life.
She is in limbo, not at all sure where and how she wants to spend the future.
She brought up her children, now in their thirties, single-handed without the presence of their
father who refused to settle in this country.
“I’ve had enough. I need time for myself, not look after grown-up men. They must fend for
themselves. It’s high time”. This she had been saying to me for the past ten years, but has
never acted upon it.
“I’ve told them often enough, now that they all got jobs. My eldest is only on a three months
trial period but I have made provisions for him”.
“Hasn’t it all been a bit of a shock to them? You have spoilt the lot of them ever since they
were born.” I asked her.
“I’ve definitely had enough” she repeated. “I’m at the end of my tether.” She was almost
crying.
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“Any plans for the future?”
“I have decided to see the world with my friend”
“You cannot travel for ever” I put in. “You must settle down somewhere. Perhaps in
Bangladesh with....” “Never,” she interrupted me. “Go back to what? An unsatisfactory
marriage, no way! I want to be MYSELF, first class, not second class, like so many women
there.”
gghh
Peter’s look and bearing belie his age. He is semi-retired, an expert photographer with
stunning landscapes on Face book and, to my great relief, an invaluable help with IT
problems which are beyond my ken.
About forty years ago he owned a camera shop near Somerset House in London where my
late husband worked for the Inland Revenue as a recruitment officer. This was his second
career with regular hours from nine a.m. to five p.m., a u-turn after his working as a freelance photographer. In his spare time photography became his hobby; it was then that he
first met Peter when buying films in the shop.
Sheer chance would bring them together again as he moved into a property nearby two
decades later. I remember how surprised both of them were and how both were dumb
founded by the fact that neither of them looked a day older.
Being of good cheer and at ease with his lot has kept Peter from ageing; he is a shining
example to those of his peers who refuse to be positive, forever complaining about their
ailments.
gghh
Miriam is one of the Third Agers who are always ready to assist other OAPs. She retired
from her GP practice after forty years in the NHS. She contacted us years ago. As a ‘Keep in
Touch’ volunteer of the London Jewish Synagogue; her brief was to offer assistance, should
we need it.
My George, my late husband considered this an intrusion into our private life, utterly
misreading her good intention. Following my intuition, as usual, I immediately responded
positively. As a reward, I am one of the beneficiaries of her altruism: London’s theatres
would not be accessible to me without her support. She provides transport and selects seats
within easy reach of exits for less mobile spectators, like myself.
When I first thanked her for her kindliness, she stated, “I still need to be needed, so
volunteer work seemed to me an obvious progression. It is fulfilling just to be allowed to
help. It is easier to give than to receive.”
gghh
It was Susie, my oldest Third Ager, who sparked off my ruminations about the Third Age.
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She finds it most difficult to adjust to the Third Age in her ninety-fifth year. Born in Egypt of French
parents, she was raised in Paris when the family returned to France, went to an elitist school and
finally came to London with her husband.
We have much in common: Susie has always been a theatre ‘buff ’ and when our generous friend
drives us to and from performances we talk about the many plays we both have seen during more
than seventy decades ago, remembering famous actors, stage-sets and more from yesteryear.
Susie lives in one of the sheltered luxury apartments for elderly, fit residents in Hampstead. No
meals are provided; morning coffee and afternoon tea is served by the stately housekeeper in the
elegantly furnished lounge into which no visitor was allowed to enter. On the one and only occasion
Susie asked me into the ‘holy of holiest’, she was reprimanded for contravening the house-rules.
“All of us are dependent on her. She, or her deputy, is on call round the clock, should the need arise.
We have to rely on her good will,” and, turning to me with a grin, “we obey like little children.”
Meeting her for the first time one would assume her to be in her sixties; even on ‘bad days’ she looks
twenty years younger, certainly not like a mid-nonagenarian. Her dress-sense is unequalled, very
French ‘haute couture’; she could have stepped out of a fashion magazine. A hairdresser attends her
weekly, styles the slightly blue-rinsed hair in curls which frame her face. She does not wear much
jewellery: discreet diamond ear-rings, wedding and diamond engagement rings, a golden chain with
a priceless, small pendant, or a row of cultured pearls. Sitting next to her in the theatre, I have the
appearance of a very much older country cousin.
On nearer acquaintance she confided one afternoon how dreadful it was to witness the decline of
the others. She was proud of her appearance.
“I do not want others to realize I am going downhill. If I were to become less mobile and need a
wheelchair, not just a walking stick...in all seriousness, I think I might go into a nursing home.

U3A F••n•• C••!•rsa"i•#
November 2016
The raison d’être of the French conversation group is to provide a friendly monthly
opportunity to join others to have a relaxing time reading and chatting in French.
Members don’t have to worry about making a faux pas as Joan Schlackman, our patient
and knowledgeable group leader par excellence, always puts people at ease. Members
were so very pleased that Joan was able to return to the group after her recent accident,
and all wish Joan a full and speedy recovery. We all look forward to the topical and
interesting passages from various French media that Joan prepares. These causes
célèbres have included “Le Brexit” and the elections for the US president. As well as
giving members a chance to use and develop their French, these also give fascinating
perspectives into the Francophone world’s view on current issues. One recent excellent
pot-pourri session enabled members to choose and present their own pièce de résistance
in French. Topics included readings from books, personal experiences, travel and how
one group member recently met, and spoke in French to a member of the WW2 Belgian
Resistance who risked her life to hide Jewish children from the Nazis. It is de rigueur
that the sessions end with a bon appétit as we are treated to delicious tea and cakes by
our host before we say au revoir.
The French Conversation class meets on the first Thursday afternoon of the month.
The group has a great esprit de corps and will give new members a very warm welcome.
Melvyn Leach
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(Please see separate Activities Diary for dates and times)
HISTORY OF DEMOCRACY
Having finished his sessions on Gladstone & Disraeli and the 3rd Reform Act, Mike Allen will be
continuing his course on the History of Democracy with 2 sessions on The Suffragettes in December
and then the House of Lords, Final steps to Democracy and Referenda, in the New Year.
CURRENT AFFAIRS – Report by Louise Bennett
This is a very popular group with a strong attendance. It attracts a broad range of people, with varying
views on how we would run the country and the world. This mix contributes to a lively debate where
opinions are vented, everyone shares their understanding, learn a lot and laugh a lot. A huge range
of topics is covered, ranging from hugely significant affairs of state to the entertaining titbit and drift
off to explore issues that arise in the course of discussion. In recent months, as part of discussing the
significant issues of that week, the group has kept on returning to the enthralling issues around the
consequences of Brexit, the problems of the Labour Party and the American Presidential campaign.
MUSEUM & GALLERIES – Report by Eva Groszmann
The last five Museum & Galleries visits have proved very varied and interesting. We went to the Age
of Delacroix exhibition at the National Gallery and heard there a performance of 19th Century music.
In the Science Museum we saw an excellent exhibition on the Inventions of Leonardo da Vinci. In the
Tate Modern we saw some beautiful paintings of Georgia O’Keefe, of flowers and of the New-Mexican
countryside. We found the Summer Exhibition in the Royal Academy varied and pleasing at times.
Possibly the most interesting exhibition was in the British Museum. This was Sunken Cities: Egypt’s
Lost Worlds. It explored the submerged remains of lost ancient Egyptian cities of the north-western
Nile Delta, that sank over 1200 years ago. Beautiful sculptures and artifacts from 600 BCE to 200 AD.
This made us ponder over their craftsmanship and of the changing civilisations: Egyptian, Greek,
Hellenistic and Roman.
We hope to visit Leighton House and many other exhibitions in the near future. Do come and join us!
ENGLISH LITERATURE – David Harris – 8907 5637
This hugely popular interest group has been exploring Dr. Faustus by Christopher Marlowe and
will now be moving on to look at the poetry of the 17th Century poet, John Donne. David will be
introducing a group of poems from Donne’s Songs and Sonnets. In addition, he would like the group
to read three other poems, which are not by Donne, but which illustrate Donne’s originality. These are:
“To Celia” by Ben Jonson; “To the Virgins, to make much of Time” by Robert Herrick and “To His Coy
Mistress” by Andrew Marvell.
David says that Donne is a challenging poet, but it’s well worth the effort! A big “Thank You” to David
for giving such an interesting and stimulating course.
FILM CLUB – Ruth Levere – Brian Hunte
This group continues to run successfully, and all the future programmes from January – April 2017
have been listed in the Monthly Updates and the Activities Diary. Films include: Chaplin; Paint your
Wagon; JFK; Gentlemen prefer Blondes; Finian’s Rainbow; Spellbound and The Constant Gardener.
INTERMEDIATE BRIDGE – Norma Levy
This group is running regularly but is in desperate need of new members. If you are a bridge player
and looking for a warm and friendly group to play with, please be in touch with Norma.
RAMBLING GROUP – Kevin O’Doherty
Future date for January, 2017 – London Docks walk.
THEATRE OUTINGS – Diana O’Reardon – 020 3645 7348 or doru3a@outlook.com5
Diana is organising group bookings for:
Half a Sixpence Matinee performance on Wednesday, 8th February at the Noel Coward Theatre, St.
Martin’s Lane. Tickets £45.
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Sex with Strangers at Hampstead Theatre on a Wednesday matinee in February (date to be confirmed).
Starring Emilia Fox and directed by Peter Dubois.
HISTORY – 18th Century – Dr. Ruth Herman
Ruth hopes very much to continue her historical anecdotes on personalities from the upper echelons of 18th
Century society, including senior politicians of Queen Anne and King George I, the Lord Chancellor and
Walpole.
Ruth is in the process of formulating her course, possibly for February 2017, but it is not yet finalised.
Please look out for information on the Group Activities Diary.
QUIRKY LONDON VISITS – Louise Bennett – Richard Rumsey
Following a first very successful visit to RAF Uxbridge Battle of Britain Bunker (see Louise’s report on P.7)
the next visit in this new series of outings is to the Museum of Brands, Packaging and Advertising
in Notting Hill, on the morning of Thursday, 5th January, 2017.
The Museum provides a nostalgic insight into how everyday lives have changed through the evolution of
consumer brands. The outing will include a talk about the collection and then time will be spent touring
the museum. Refreshments will be available at the Museum café. Look out for full details in the monthly
Newsletter updates. Contact Louise Bennett on 020 8907 2060 or at email address louisebennett@
btinternet.com to book.
READER’S DIGEST 100-WORD STORY
READER’S DIGEST is running an ultra-short story competition, which might be of interest to some of our
Creative Writing group members and to anyone else who feels they can write a tiny tale! There are three
categories – one for adults and two for school children. There is £2,000 on offer to the winner in the Adult
category, with runners-up receiving £200 each.
Your story should be original, unpublished and exactly 100 words long (not including the title). Don’t forget
to include your full name, address, email and daytime phone number when filling in the entry form.
The competition opened on the 21st October 2016 and closes at 5.00 p.m. on 20th February 2017. For
more information on this competition and how to enter online, visit the website: readersdigest.co.uk/
inspire/100-word-story. The Reader’s Digest editorial team will pick a shortlist of three in each category and
post them online on 27th February. You can vote for your favourite and the one with the most votes will
win the top prize. Voting will close at 5 pm on 20th March and the winning entries will be published in the
June issue of Reader’s Digest. Good Luck!
HEALTHY EATING
Jackie Rubin is keen to hear from any member who would be interested in forming a discussion group
regarding Healthy Eating and personal experiences with different diets. Initially this would be a one off
session, but if the demand is there it could be expanded to regular meetings.
If you would like to give this a try, please telephone Jackie on 020 8907 0830.
YOUR NEXT HOLIDAY – Richard Rumsey
Remember if you are booking a holiday with RIVIERA TRAVEL please mention KENTON U3A and we
will get a donation. No cost to you, but you must register at the time of booking. See P.71 of the Autumn
issue of Third Age Matters magazine.
PUBLICITY DRIVE
John Graveling on the Management Committee has taken on the responsibility of Publicising our Kenton
U3A group and has produced an excellent publicity poster, which will be going up in various shops and
outlets in the community. We would like to encourage everyone to try to interest a friend in joining our
vibrant and friendly group, so that we can increase our numbers for the coming year. Thank you.
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T•ea••• Ou••n• - THE DR!"SER
‘The Dresser’is an intriguing look behind the scenes at life and relationships in
a traditional touring stage company. Against a backdrop of Britain in WWII,
with the sounds of Hitler’s air raids in the background, Sir, a grandiloquent
actor-manager who has given his very soul to his career-often at the expense of
those closest to him, is now cracking under the strain of keeping his company
on the road. Pivotal to his existence is his dresser, Norman, equally passionate
about the theatre and dedicated to his master, but wryly aware of Sir’s frequently
unreasonable demands.This play explores the relationship between the two men
who are, reluctantly and inevitably, co-dependent.
Sir has discharged himself from hospital; he arrives at theatre dishevelled, weeping
and confused. The last in a dying breed of great English Shakespearean actors, Sir
is unwilling to take to the stage to deliver his renowned portrayal of King Lear.
Whilst all around him want to cancel the show, it falls to the faithful Norman to
rouse another great performance from him, to keep both the show and its star from
falling apart.
Although “Sir” is based on Sir Donald Wolfit, the action has been transplanted
back in time to the Second World War, a time when the real Wolfit, so far from
being an elderly actor, poor in health and prone to lapses in memory, was actually
only about 40 and at the height of his powers.
In the production we saw, Sir was played by Ken Stott and Norman by Reece
Shearsmith who delivered perfect comic timing, fully embodying the role of the
obsequious Norman, from the subtlest camp nuance right through to his heartbreaking final scene.His mood shifts and poses were brilliantly performed and his
facial expressions were riveting.
Understandably, Ken and Reece needed to rest before the evening performance
but three of the supporting cast returned to the stage for a Q&A session for U3A
members. We heard about their regret at the loss of repertory companies and
venues for actors to hone their craft. Comment was made about large amounts of
monies being spent on elaborate staging rather than payment to actors – spectacle
rather than quality.
After that we all went for a meal together – before this theatreholic went off to see
‘Charlie and the Chocolate Factory’ – a ‘spectacle’ dessert after a ‘quality’ main
course.
Diana O’Reardon
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C•••u••n• !n" IT S#e$i%& In'()es*
The IT group was set up to help U3A members to use their Phones
Tablets and Computers and have a good time along the way.
We started with a quick look at Windows 10 this was a topic many had
registered they needed help with as many had been upgraded without
their knowledge or agreement, I hope we all got some benefit from that
one
We have covered other topics that members wanted experience of such as basic Emailing,
how to configure their phones and tablets and transfer pictures between phones tablets and
PC’s
We have now got our photos on to our PC’s and I will be covering how to move them and file
them on the PC.
The remainder of the year we will be covering the Pros and cons of internet browsers, web
security, backing up and restoring phones, tablets and PC’s, the cloud, and then finally I shall
be covering the Microsoft Office Suite – comprising of Word Processing Spreadsheets and
Presentations
If you think you could benefit from any of the topics please contact Peter Rummer or myself
at:Peter Rummer: KU3A Interest Groups’ Coordinator
020 8907 3512 ku3agroups@outlook.com
or Course Facilitator/Organiser: John Maund 020 8907 1949 ku3acompit@gmail.
com

John Maund

GOD’S PLAN FOR AGEING
Seniors never get enough exercise.
In his wisdom, God decreed that Seniors become forgetful so they would have to search for
their glasses, keys and other things, thus doing more walking!
And God looked down and saw that it was good.
Then God saw there was another need.
In his wisdom, He made seniors lose coordination, so they would drop things requiring them
to bend, reach and stretch.
And God looked down and saw that it was good.
Then God considered the function of bladders and decided seniors would have additional calls
of nature requiring more trips to the bathroom, thus providing more exercise.
And God looked down and saw that it was good.
So if you find as you age, you are getting up and down more, remember it’s God’s will, all in
your best interest even though you mutter under breath.
Please share this wisdom with others while I go to the bathroom!!
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